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Introduction
Mmm...so you feel like eating some tasty Chinese tonight, and you take out some crusty old menu and
start to read through it.  Pupu-platter?  Nah, you want something less filling.  Egg Foo Young?  Too
greasy.  Sum Dum Cunt?  Hmm...now that could work, 'cause for some reason you're dick started to
tingle when you mouthed that sexy sounding Asian dish.  Oriental cunts are juicy, taste great, and leave
a fresh clean smell all over your lips!

Adult Review
Ah! Asian girls are like a breath of fresh air.  They're mysterious and seductive and love nothing more than making sure that
their man is happy and content.  Since most speak only basic Engrish you also won't have to listen to whatever babble cums
out of their lips.  This leaves plenty of time for you to study her more interesting pair of wet pussy lips!
  
  Sum Dum Cunt has 78 non-exclusive porn episodes that feature hardcore Oriental whores satisfying the sexual whims of
studs who prefer their women sweet, fair-skinned, and petite.  There are sexy Asian lesbians, hot interracial threesomes, and
plenty of slant-eyed cock hungry sluts.  The porn is presented in quite a few different speeds and resolutions.  The highest
quality format used is a 720 x 540 WMV file, but at least four more smaller files are also available, including a nifty MP4
that is perfect for Chinese porn to take out.
  
  Every Asian video at Sum Dum Cunt can either be downloaded or streamed, in both full length formats or as split up scenes.
 DRM is not used on this site so your favorite Japanese scenes can be saved and watched over and over again.  The streams
are flash based and run right from your browser with no additional required codecs or software.  Updates were weekly for a
long time, but at press time the site was stale for over a month.  Hopefully a new boat load of Oriental ho's cums our way real
soon.
  
  Picture sets are available for each and every update, though none are in high res.  Expect to only see low res video caps that
at least make previewing the full length Sum Dum Cunt porn scene easy.  There are a total of 12 episodes displayed on a
single members area page, and flipping through all of the site's content is nice and simple.
  
  The regular price of admission to Sum Dum Cunt is $29.97 for a month of full access membership. In addition to this
exclusive porn savings, your monthly membership also gives you access to a total of 14 sites that are members of the Jerked
Network (just look to the right side of this review for a complete list of bonus porn sites that your discounted membership
will get you into).  No matter how much the dollar loses to the yen tonight, this is a great deal that can't be beat! 

Porn Summary
It doesn't matter a lick if you prefer your porn Japanese, Chinese, Thai, or Taiwenese.  All that really matters is having sexy
Sum Dum Cunt wrapped around fucking your big white dick!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sum Dum Cunt Was A Great Site But It Has Been Sold And No Longer Updates'
Quality: 87  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 84
Support: 85 Unique: 87    Taste: 83        Final: 78
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Subscription: $29.97 Preview: 3 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 78
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